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Abstract 
 Alienation is described as a condition in which they are dominated by their own creation. Karl Marx is a first one 
to introduce the concept of alienation. It means that the separation of individual from the important aspects of the 
external world accompanied by a feeling of powerfulness or lack of control. A person may feel alienated from the 
society or by themselves. An alienated state is which a person feels detached from the outside world and sometimes 
from his/her own feelings. An alienation stage of a person or group of person is due to powerlessness or lack of control, 
financial problem etc. The self alienation is due to consequences of being a mechanistic part of a social class. This 
Paper focuses on Marginalized people were alienated from their own native place itself. Even the native place becomes 
hell to Some people due to this caste system. The Gypsy Goddess novel focuses on the real life incident that happened in 
1968, in kilvenmani village, in Tanjore District of Tamil Nadu, south India. 44 landless agricultural laborers including 
women and children were locked inside a hurt by a group of landlords and burnt alive.  
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Introduction 

 Dalit literature occupies a pride of place, actually born out from the horrible system of 

untouchability and caste discrimination that have been practiced in India for past millennia. The caste 

system was one of the great separating forces that divided human beings into higher class and lower 

class people. This separation among the human being was based under work done by them in the 

society. The problems of untouchability and caste discrimination were starts over from that point. 

 People who was doing good and some decent job in the society, they were considered as the high 

class people and they impose some stereotype images on the people who are doing some indecent job 

like as menial labourers, landless farm workers and peasants, and forced into various other menial 

labour such as washing clothes, collecting human faeces, beating drums, washing clothes, cutting hair, 

etc.,  

 In modern times, Dalit poetry and writing by social and political activists have taken centre-stage 

amongst the educated activist community. Dalit literature was originated in 1960`s .It was first started 

in Marathi language, Later soon it was soon appeared in other languages such as Hindi, kannada, Telugu, 

and also in Tamil. Dalit literature was developed and narrated through the works like poems, short 

stories, novels, plays and auto biography. Most of the Dalit literature works are written in the auto 

biography, because through these genre only a Dalit can portraits about reality ,caste discrimination, 

and suffferenings which was they faced from their childhood. Due to this horrible treatment on Dalit, 

makes a life in earth as a hell to the some of the people in their own land itself.  

 
Cultual Alienation of Marginalized People  

 The novel “The gypsy goddess” by Meena Kandasamy, she portraits about the sufferenings of Dalit 

farmers, that they were struggling a lot to get a extra half measure of paddy from their land owners, 
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Dalit people were only, the farmers in the field. The novel portraits about the real life incident that 

happened in kilvenmani village at Tanjore District in 1968. 

 Dalit people were to work hard to cultivate paddy. Dalit were not fighting for extra money or to 

reduce the working hours or for the various facilities. They were arising their voice for food only. The 

food is the very basic need for all living being. But at the end they would not got extra measure of paddy 

from their land owners. At last 44 Dalit farmers were burnt alive by their land owners in a hurt 

including women and children were also includes in these 44 farmers. The only reason was arising their 

voice against them. This real incident was happened in Kilvenmani village, Tanjore District, Tamil Nadu 

in 1968. 

 We were proudly talking about much development in science and technology in India. But even 

though some group of people were still struggling a lot for their food. There was only the outside change 

in our country, but inside the mind of some humans never they changes had happened. Even today also 

the caste system was followed in some villages in India.  

 It was both a novel about a true –life massacre and a novel about the impossibility of writing a novel 

a novel about true life massacre. The novel trending the line between powerful fiction and fearsome 

critique. The author leads us to through a rapid modernizing India and along the ways she points out 

injustice of privilege, hypocrisies of authority and the unforgiveable politics of turning a blind eye. 

 
Conclusion 

 Meena kandasamy `s works strongly counter that Marginalized people were not only voiceless but 

also lifeless. Dalit people were alienated from the society through politically, economically and socially. 

Meena Kandasamy work skillfully portraits the life of Marginalized people. In generally Dalit were 

treated as subordinate neither to the other community people nor to the society. They were even 

suffered for their Daily food and also to satisfy their own Daily basic needs to lead their life.  
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